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A Pile of Fragments: Type 1-b, Type 2 and Type 3

(Ching and Ogihara)
A Pile of Type 2 and Type 3 Fragments

(Ching and Ogihara)
Plate III

Legend

✯ Swāmi Aśari’s sign is perceptible on the verso.

? Uncertainty

( Order reversible.

! Two or more fragments are coded under the same THT number, sometimes wrongly attached together. Shape already fixed before sequencing.

A Pile of Type 2 Fragments

THT2843, Type 2 Fragment
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(Ching and Oghihara)
Plate IV

THT2773 + 2920 + 2927, Type 3 Fragment

THT2791 + 2928, Type 3 Fragment

(N.B. The upper corner of THT2928 is a wrongly attached fragment as divided by the dash line)
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(Ching and Ogihara)
THT2748 + 2787 + 2817 + 2923, Type 3 Fragment
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Plate VI

THT2749 + 2818, Type 3 Fragment
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